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All of us have an “inner life” that forms the core of who we are. It shapes and
is shaped by our actions and experiences. During physician training, attention
to residents’ inner life requires a focus on their beliefs and emotions as well as
their ethical and spiritual development, topics often considered to be outside the
realm of clinical training and practice. We suggest that written reflections, as part
of medical residency curriculum, can allow residents to explore their inner lives.
The depth and range of residents’ explorations show the value of adding brief,
protected time for residents to explore their hopes, joys, struggles, and feelings,
and to develop meaning from their experiences with patients.
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ll of us have an “inner life.” Shaped by emotions, perceptions,
reflections, experiences, competence, beliefs, and practices, our
inner life forms the core of who we are as individuals.1 A focus on
the development of one’s inner life allows for the integration of the physician as professional and physician as a person. The opportunity for short,
reflective, ungraded written reflections can nurture multi-dimensionality in
physicians’ inner lives.
Personal growth of physicians comprises anthropological and ethical
dimensions2 to answer the questions: “Who am I? Who shall I become?
How am I to get there?”3 Answering these questions also contributes to
personal and professional empowerment and flourishing,4 which is living and functioning that integrates goodness, generativity, growth, and
resilience.5 We suggest that promoting reflection can cultivate physicians’
inner lives and nurture personal growth in ways that measuring clinical
prowess neglects.
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In medical education, written reflective exercises are used to assess learners’ critical thinking skills, clinical reasoning, and metacognition about
professionalism.6 We introduced reflective writing into a family medicine
residency to nurture self-development without using it as an assessment
method. Three times a week in 15-minute slots in their family medicine
clinic schedules, residents wrote written reflections about their experiences with patients. We did not provide specific writing prompts. Residents wrote for their own growth, not for a grade. Following residents’
graduation we removed identifying information and analyzed written
reflections for thematic content.7,8
We discovered some of these writings reflected the struggles residents’
experience, not only in their clinical practices, but also in their personal
development. In these reflections residents indicated attentiveness to
expressions of their longings and desires, their self-doubt and feelings of
helplessness. These writings (paraphrased to disguise identifying details)
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often described their struggles and frequently ended
not in futility but with a goal for the future:
“Somewhere in intern year I lost my softness and didn’t realize it until yesterday. A simple class on mindfulness reminding me of my roots in mind-body medicine, my inner peace,
and the tremendous value of a mindful path for personal
healing, composure and compassion as a physician, and
for teaching my patients for managing their own illnesses,
struggles, pain, anxieties, etc.”
“I like doing things that give me a sense of purpose and
meaning in my life so that is a selfish goal but a real one. I
hope to volunteer my time to do something that will remind
me of the underlying reason I went into medicine. And I
hope to have fun.”
“In all these days of doubting myself and what I know, at least
I feel like I’m connecting with people on a personal level,
gaining their trust, etc., which is at least half the battle.”
“Today, today I felt... helpless... overwhelmed... scared.
Tomorrow will be different, but today will not be forgotten.”

At other times, residents recognize their joy, gratitude, and hope connected to clinical experiences:
“I’m happy to see everyone when I get to work, so that’s a
definite positive.”
“My simple act of being compassionate enough to recognize the need of the family, and then taking the time to
meet them, meant everything to the family and for this she
wanted to thank me.”
“Ultimately I feel hopeful that this is an amazing time to be
going into the medical field.”

Residents also used the written reflections to
explore their own personal growth (or the need for it)
and to try to create meaning from their experiences:
“It is important for me to remember medical school as I
embark on this new journey as a resident physician. Not
only will it allow me to see my personal growth, continued
learning needs, and give me some sense of accomplishment,
but it will also make me a more understanding, compassionate team member and teacher.”
“I stand here before you–with my hands open–in prayer and
gratitude for your guidance and love. I pray to be of service
today. To be a woman for dignity, honor and grace. I pray
to slow down, to take the signs of the universe. To be kind
to myself and to others, to breath, to believe, to realize I am
not the one in charge here.
“I’m feeling super frustrated today because I have to fill in
for [resident] who called out sick for night clinic with ‘conjunctivitis and a sore throat.’ I was really looking forward to
A NNALS O F FAMILY MEDICINE
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a night off and heading to the movies with one of my buddies. I’ve been thinking about it all day trying to figure out
why it has me so pissed off.”
“Most importantly at this point is the reminder that there
are endless opportunities and connections in this universe
waiting to exist and grow. This idea that I keep discovering
over and over again is the most powerful and life affirming
discovery and I hope to God that this continues to feel new
and exciting.”

When left to express their own inner life for their
own purposes, residents used the opportunity to
explore existential questions alongside their explorations of their clinical knowledge and skills. In focus
groups conducted following the institution of the
reflective exercises, all participants expressed a desire
to reflect on their future and a realization of the value
in reflection.9 Written reflection was seen as a creative activity or a potential source of creativity. One
resident described the benefit of, “being able to put
my jumbled thoughts out there and make some sense
out of them.” Another described the reflections as a “.
. . process of stepping back and looking at the sort of
meta picture of it, the idea of being intentional about
how I think and how I go about things.”9
Prompted by these writing exercises, residents
expressed desire for sharing and discussion about
their growth, to normalize their thoughts and feelings
with their peer group: “. . . how I get my head around
emotional things that have happened in my day is by
talking to people.” Another commented, “For me just
to write it doesn’t do as much for me as also sharing it,
sharing the story and getting feedback.”9
Since the reflections were collected in the residents’
computer portfolio, we offered the option for them to
share their reflections with either their classmates or
the wider residency community, which some chose to
do. We also set aside time periodically for discussion
following the writing.
These reflections illustrate explorations of the
inner life—a part of growing as both a person and a
physician. Written reflection allows the expression of
emotions that physicians may be unable or discouraged from exploring in typical training programs
or with colleagues. As exemplified by the (public)
reflections of Atul Gawande, MD, developing physicians can struggle with uncertainty,10 mistakes, and
failure, and look for right solutions.11 In a protected
space, physicians can express the multiple dimensions
of their humanity noticed in movements of the inner
life. They can question troubling human experiences.
They can face the ethical issues that surface. They can
address spiritual and religious beliefs and practices, of
their own and their patients.12
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NURTURING ONE’S INNER LIFE
Written reflections can nurture multi-dimensionality
in physicians’ inner lives. The joy of medical practice
arises from a job-well-done technical prowess coupled
with the service toward those who are suffering and in
need of care.13 However, the Triple Aim of improving
the health of populations, enhancing the patient experience of care, and reducing the cost of health care,
without commensurate focus on the work life of physicians, can wring the joy out of practice.14
As medical practice moves headlong toward a
technical rationality15 that seems reasonable on a
spreadsheet but misses the softer tone of what we hope
happens in the exam room, let us be sure to support
and nurture the inner life of the physicians generating
these numbers while trying to provide more holistic
clinical care. It contrasts with emphasis on a “detached
concern”16 that somehow is supposed to protect one’s
objectivity but which also prevents complete engagement with another individual. A more realized human
is a better doctor. Written reflection can foster the
more realized person as physician.
To read or post commentaries in response to this article, see it
online at http://www.AnnFamMed.org/content/15/4/379.
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